The Kr'~p eriod was then considered by Clancy to be long or fairly short, and a 4-hour krypton activity obtained from deuteron bombardment of krypton was presumed to be caused by Kr 7.
The 4.6-hour Kr" activity has been reported by Seelmann-Eggebert and Born' as a result of uranium fission by decay of the 3-minute Br" %'. Seelmann-Eggebert and H. J. Born, Naturwiss. 31, 59 (1943) . siotope, and also as a result of Sr(n, n) and Rb(n, P) reactions. ' A 4.4+0.2-hour half-life of p -activity appears in Fig. 2 , which shows the decay curves of separated p and p+ krypton activity from alphaparticle bombardment of Hilger selenium. This curve indicates that the Kr" isotope is produced by alpha-particle bombardment of selenium. (1943}. INTRODUCTION 'N the calculation of the angular distributioñ -in nuclear reactions and of the angular correlation in processes involving P-and y-decay it often happens that many terms cancel out at the end of a laborious computation. The consistency of the occurrence of such cancellation leads one to suspect that some general reasons quite independent of the particular form of interaction are at work. In this paper we shall show that this is indeed the case. In fact, the general form of the angular distribution in many cases can be obtained directly from the theorems derived in this paper.
For nuclear reactions between spinless particles the existence of a limitation on the complexity of the angular distribution for fixed orbital angular momentum of the incoming par- It will be shown in general that in studying the angular correlation between two particles, as long as one of them has a wave-length long compared to the size of the nucleus, the process can be classified into different orders and for a process of given order the general form of the angular correlation is essentially known. In case both of the particles have long wave-lengths, particularly simple conclusions may be reached, as in the case of P-neutrino correlation in P-decay.
Experimentally the angular correlations P-neu- (4) we investigate the behavior of (9) sin(k~zr~~~Le)P~' 'fp'"'Fl. "(8I',@~'). (2') AP expression 7 under rotation. By 8 and To an observer in the primed coordinate system this has exactly the same form as (2). Hence the I " '(8', y') = g p (m" lm"')*(m'lm) outgoing wave must be abpq vram'" -exp(i& Qr Q) g 4o"'4Q"'f~;"""'(8Q', yQ'). If we fix our attention on one end of the spectrum where the electron momentum p is (& the neutrino momentum q, the waves that contribute most in a Xth order forbidden transition are those with L=O, L~&E;. By the theorem proved in the last section we see that eke maximum exPonent of cos8 in the angular coorelation is 1. This evidently applies also when g((p.
If p&&mc the spin function of the electron can be separated from the space-wave function.
Q (a'/a)pe, g n --P Fu~i m. J. S. Allen, Phys. P.ev. 61, 692 (1942) Phys. Soc. 23, No. 3 (1948) ; C. N. Sherwin, Phys. Rev. 73, 216 (1948 This holds even when both the magnetic dipole and the electric quadrupole transitions are present. Similar theorems obtain in higher multipole processes.
In general, we can study a process with any number of incoming and outgoing particles. We assume that the incoming particles are unpolarized. If one of the particles (whether incoming or outgoing), say I', has a wave-length long compared to the dimension of the spaceregion in which it interacts with the other particles, the process can be classified according to to the effective orbital angular momentum L, of P. The angular correlation between P and any other particle Q in the process would then be a polynomial of cos8 with a maximum exponent determined by L, 8 being the angle between the directions of propagation of I' and Q. The presence of other particles in the process does not affect the result because a summation over the directions of motion and over the spin of these "redundant" particles must always be carried out. We may say that these particles do not produce any preferential direction in space. The general results when P is a nucleon, an electron, or a photon are summarized in Table I 
